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A mechanism is pointed out to generate cosmological baryon number excess without resorting to grand unified theories The 
lepton number excess originating from Majorana mass terms may transform into the baryon number excess through the 
unsuppressed baryon number wolatlon of electroweak processes at high temperatures 

The current view ascribes the origin of  cosmologi- 
cal baryon excess to the macroscopic baryon number 
vaolataon process in the early stage of  the Universe 
[1,2]. The grand unified theory (GUT) of  particle ln- 
teractaons is regarded as the standard candidate to ac- 
count for thas baryon number vaolatlon: The theory 
can gave the correct order of  magnitude for baryon to 
entropy ratio. I f  the Unaverse undergoes the anflation 
epoch after the baryogenesis, however, generated 
baryon numbers are diluted by a huge factor. The re- 
heatang after the anflataon is unlakely to rinse the 
temperature above the GUT energy scale. A more arri- 
taring problem as that no evidences are gaven so far 
experimentally for the baryon number vaolation, 
which might cast some doubt  on the GUT idea. 

Some time ago 't  Hooft  suggested that the instan- 
ton-like effect violates baryon number in the Welnberg-  
Salam theory through the anomaly term, although 
the effect is suppressed by a large factor [3]. It has 
been pointed out,  however, that this effect is not sup- 
pressed and can be efficient at hagh temperatures 
above the Welnberg-Salam energy scale [4]. This ba- 
ryon number wolatlng process conserves B - L, but 
it erases rapidly the baryon asymmetry which would 
have been generated at the early Umverse with B - L 
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conserving baryon number violation processes as m 
the standard SU(5) GUT. (Baryon numbers would re- 
main, if the baryon productaon takes place at low 
temperatures T<~ O(100 GeV), e.g., after reheating 
[5,6] .) The process atself can not produce the baryon 
asymmetry,  sance at is unhkely to suppose a partxculal 
mechanism leading to departures from equfllbraum 
[4]. 

In this letter, we point  out that this electroweak 
baryon number violation process, if it is supplement- 
ed by a lepton number generation at an earher epoch, 
can generate the cosmological baryon asymmetry 
without  resorting to the GUT scenarao: The lepton 
number excess m the earher stage can efficiently be 
transformed into the baryon number excess. It is 
rather easy to find an agent leadang t~y the lepton 
number generataon. A candidate is the decay process 
revolving Majorana mass terms. 

Let us present a specific model  which gaves lepton 
number generation. We assume the presence of  a right- 
handed Majorana neutrano N~ (l = 1 - n) an addatlon 
to the conventional leptons. We take the lagrangaan to 
be 
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Fig 1 The smaplest diagram giving rise to a net lepton number 
production The cross denotes the Majorana mass insertion. 

-~ l MIN~N R + h.c. £ = £ws + NR~NR + 

+ huSl}{£{Lq~ ? + h .c . ,  (1) 

where £ws is the standard Wemberg-Sa lam lagranglan, 
and q~ the standard Higgs doublet.  For simplicity we 
assume three generations of  flavours and the mass 

h lerarchyM 1 < M  2 < M  3 In the decay of  N R, 

NR -+ £L + ~b, (2 a) 

-+ £L + ~b, (2b) 

there appears a difference between the branching 
ratios for (2a) and (2b), if CP is violated, through the 
one-loop radlatwe correction by a Hlggs particle. The 
net lepton number product ion due to the decay of  a 
hghtest right-handed neutrano N1R arises from the in- 
terference of  the two diagrams m fig. 1, and its mag- 
nitude is calculated as [7] 

e = (9 /47r )hn(hhh;hTkhk l ) l (M?/M2) / (hh t ) l l ,  (3) 

with 

I (x )  = x  1/2(1 + (1 + x ) l n [ x / ( 1  + x ) ] )  . 

If we assume h33 to be the largest entry of  the 
Yukawa coupling matrtx and M 3 >> M 1 , (3) reduces 

to 

e ~ (9/8n)[h 3 312(M1/M3) 6 , (4) 

with 6 the phase causing CP violation. 
We apply the delayed delay mechanism [8] to ge- 

nerate the baryon asymmetry m the Universe. The 
out-of-eqmhbnum condit ion is satisfied, if the temp- 
erature T is smaller than the mass M 1 so that the in- 
verse decay is blocked at the time when the decay 
rate F = (hh?)ll/167r is equal to the expansion rate of  
the Universe it/a ~ 1.7x/gTZ/mp1 (g = numbers of  de- 
grees of  freedom), Le., 

(Fmplg  1/2)1/2 < M  1 . (5) 

To obtain numerical factors for this condmon,  one 
has to solve the Boltzmann equation. Let us borrow the 
results of  ref. [9] to obtaan a rough number The 
lepton number to entropy ratio 1s given as 

k(AL)z/s  ~ 10 -3  e_K 1.2, (6) 

with K = ½ F/(h/a) for K >> 1. The parameters in (4) and 
in the expression of  F are not directly constrained by 
low-energy experiments. One may have an idea, how- 

ever, on the mass scale M 1 as follows: With the pa- 
rameter m a reasonable range, one may obtain e 
10 -6 .  Then to obtain our reqmred number for 
k(zXL)t/s ~ 10 -10-5 (see below), K <~ 30 1s necessary, 
which gwesM 1 >~ 2.4 × 1014 G e V ( h h t ) l  1. I f  we as- 

sume Ih1212, [h1312 <~ I h l l l  2 and take (hh?) l  1 
Ih l l  12 ~ (10 5)2, then we are led t o M  1 >~ 2 × 104 
GeV. This constraint can also be expressed m terms 
of  the left-handed Majorana neutrino mass * 1 as 
mue ~ h21 (~b)2/M1 <~ 0.1 eV. If  the hghtest left- 
handed neutrino has a Majorana mass smaller than 
this value, the required asymmetry can be generated. 

Now let us &scuss the generation of  the baryon 
asymmetry.  In the presence of  an mstanton-hke elec- 
t roweak effect the baryon asymmetry changes as [4] 

A B ( t ) = ½ A ( B - L ) t + ½ A ( B + L ) t e x p ( - T t  ) ,  (7) 

with 7 ~ T. At the time of  the Welnberg-Salam epoch 
the exponent  is mp1/Tx /g~  1016 and the second 
term practically vamshes. Therefore we obtain 

AB = - - ( A L ) , / 2 ,  (8) 

which surwves up to the present epoch, and should 
give kAB/s  ~ 10 -10-8. 

+1 Here we assumed the dominance of the diagonal matrtx ele- 
ment. More precisely speaking, the m a m x  element constraineq 
by our condRion differs from that which appears m the observ 
able neutrino mass: The left-handed neutrino mass matrLx 
is given by [mu] q = Ek(hT)tkhkl(ea)2/M k [10]. The double 
beta decay experunent measures the matrix element 
[m.111 = (h 21 /M1 ..i-h21/M2 .t- h 21 /M3) (~ )  2,  while eq (5) 

refers to (Ih 1112 + lh 1212 + Ih t312)(0)2/M1 and h U 4: hit 
in general. (Here we took the basis where the charged- 
lepton mass matrtx is diagonal.) Therefore, the double 
beta decay experunent does not constram directly the 
parameters m eq (5). The tritium beta decay experiment 
measures the elgenvalue of the mass matrix II mull (see ref. 
/ l i D .  
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A primordial lepton number excess existed before 
the epoch of the right-handed neutrino mass scale 
should have been washed out by the equlhbrlum of 
process (2) and its reverse process, ff the Yukawa cou- 

pling (hh~)22 or (hh?)33 is large enough. The eqmhb- 
rlum condition I ' lexp(--MJT)> ~ 1.7v~TZ/mp1 (l = 2 
or 3) leads to a constraint similar to (5) but with the 
lnequahty reversed. The net baryon number destruc- 
tion factor behaves as ~ e x p ( - a k )  (c~ ~ O(1)) [9]. 
For K >~ 2 0 - 3 0 ,  the eqmlibrmm practtcally erases 
the whole pre-existing lepton number excess. This 
condition is expressed as (mv)zz > 0.1 eV for the 
largest entry of the Majorana mass matrbx. 

In the presence of unsuppressed mstanton-hke 
electroweak effects, the lepton number eqmhbrmm 

lmphes that the baryon excess which existed at th~s 
epoch should also be washed out, even ff it was pro- 
duced m the process with B - L ~ 0 Namely, ff there 
are neutrinos with the Majorana mass heavier than 
~0.1 eV both baryon and lepton numbers which 
existed before this epoch are washed out irrespective 
of their B - L properties. 

In summary, we have the following possible scena- 
rios for the cosmological baryon number excess' 

(1) At a temperature above the mass scale M 
(= scale of right-handed Majorana neutrino), we started 
with AB = 2d~ = 0 (The inflationary umverse would 
give this mltml condition). Then the lepton number is 
generated through the Ma}orana mass term, and IS 
transformed into the baryon number due to the un- 
suppressed instanton-hke electroweak effect. 

(2) At the scale >M,  baryon and lepton numbers 
are generated by the grand umficatlon, or alternatively 
we start with a AB4=0, AL 4=0 Universe. The equihb- 

rmm ofN R ~_~b + rE, ~ +VL, together with the electro- 
weak process washes out both baryon and lepton 
numbers. Then the lepton number is newly generated 

by the out-of-equfllbrmm scenario, and it turns into 
the baryon number 

(3) The baryon number wlth B - L 4= 0 is generated 
by the grand unification (e.g., the SO(10) model 
[12]). IF the scale M is too large to estabhsh the 
eqmhbrlum of N R and ~b + VL, then the imtlal 
A(B L) will not be erased The electroweak process 
does not affect B - L, and hence the mmal baryon 

number remains. This case is the original GUT baryon 

number generation scenario To achieve this, however, 
all neutrino mass matrLx elements (Majorana mass) 
should be smaller than ~0.1 eV If the double beta 
experiment would observe a Majorana nrass greater 
than this value, this scenario fails. 

In conclusion we have suggested a mechanism of 
cosmological baryon number generation without re- 
sorting to grand unification. In our scenario the cos- 
mologlcal baryon number can be generated, even ff 
proton decay does not happen at all 

One of us (M.F.) would lake to thank V.A. Rubakov 
for discussions on baryon number nonconservatlon in 
electroweak processes. 
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